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I.  FILES POSTED HERE 

The following electronic files are posted here with Siobhan Neitzel’s senior thesis: 
 
A. Seventeen Stata-formatted (version 10) data (.dta) files  
 
These seventeen files have the names aindresp.dta, bindresp.dta, …, 
qindresp.dta.  Each file contains data collected from all individual respondents to one of the 
seventeen waves (waves a through q) of the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS) that have 
been released to date.  These files were downloaded from http://www.data-
archive.ac.uk/findingData/bhps.asp.  They are located in the “Data_files_bhps.zip” folder. 

 

Note:  Data from the BHPS is distributed by the UK Data Archive (http://www.data-
archive.ac.uk).  They are available to the public only by application and agreement to 
conditions of use.  The copies of files from the BHPS posted here are therefore not 
publicly accessible.  Instructions for obtaining the data from the UK Data Archive can be 
found at  http://www.iser.essex.ac.uk/survey/bhps/acquiring-the-data.   

 

B. Three Excel-formatted data files 

bhps_regions_and_codes.xlsx:  This file lists the sixteen geographical regions of 
England used in the BHPS and the code numbers used to identify them.  It was created by 
Siobhan Neitzel on February 1, 2010.  It is located in the “Data_files_bhps.zip” folder. 

premier_league_stats.xlsx:  This file contains data on a variety of performance 
statistics for English soccer clubs for the years 1991-2009.  The data were collected from 
a variety of on-line sources; see the data appendix of the thesis for a complete list of these 
sources.  It is located in the “Data_files_soccer.zip” folder. 

teams_regions.xlsx:  This file lists the forty-four football clubs included in the 
analysis presented in the thesis, as well as the club’s geographical region (using the 
BHPS classification of regions).   It was created by Siobhan Neitzel on February 10, 
2010.  It is located in the “Data_files_soccer.zip” folder. 
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C. Three text-formatted data files 

These three files, titled bhps_regions_and_codes.txt, 
premier_league_stats.txt, and teams_regions.txt, are text versions of the 
three corresponding Excel-formatted data files, minimally edited so that they can be imported 
into Stata.  The first file is located in the “Data_files_bhps.zip” folder, while the latter two files 
are located in the “Data_files_soccer.zip” folder. 

 

D. Five Stata-formatted (version 10) command (.do) files 
 
These five files are titled bhps_import.do, soccer.do, merging.do, 
individual.do, and aggregate.do.  Together they contain commands that import the 
data from the various files described above into Stata; clean, organize and merge the data; and 
generate the figures included in the thesis.  These files are located in the 
“Stata_command_files.zip” folder.  Information on how to use these files for these purposes is 
presented below. 
 
 
II.  HOW TO USE THE FILES POSTED HERE TO REPRODUCE THE RESULTS 
PRESENTED IN THE THESIS 
 
The following instructions are written for users of a Windows operating system, but they should 
be easily adaptable for other platforms. 
 
A. Create several folders: 
 

1.  Create a new folder called “Reproducing_Results.” 
 
2.  Inside “Reproducing_Results,” create two new folders, one called “Survey” and the other 
called “Soccer.” 

 
3.  Inside “Survey,” create a new folder called “bhps_data.” 

 
B. Put the files posted here in the folders: 
 

1. Put the seventeen BHPS data files (aindresp.dta, bindresp.dta, …, 
qindresp.dta) inside the “bhps_data” folder. 
 
2. Put the following two files inside the “Survey” folder: 
 

bhps_import.do 
bhps_regions_and_codes.txt  
 

3. Put the following three files inside the “Soccer” folder : 
 

soccer.do 
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premier_league_stats.txt  
teams_regions.txt  
 

4. Put the following three files inside the “Reproducing_Results” folder: 
 

merging.do 
individual.do 
aggregate.do  
 

C. Execute the command (.do) files in the following sequence to reproduce the results 
reported in the thesis 
 

1. Launch Stata, and set the working directory to the “Survey” folder you created. 
 
2. Execute the commands in the bhps_import.do file.  (One way to do this is by 
typing “do bhps_import.do” in Stata’s command window.)   
 

Executing the commands in bhps_import.do will use all the data files stored 
in the “bhps_data” folder, as well as the data file 
bhps_regions_and_codes.txt, to create a new Stata-formatted data file 
with the name bhps.dta.  This new data file will be stored in the “Survey” 
folder. 

 
3. Change Stata’s working directory to the “Soccer” folder. 
 
4. Execute the commands in the soccer.do file. (One way to do this is by typing “do 
soccer.do” in Stata’s command window.)   
 

Executing the commands in soccer.do will use the data in the files 
premier_league_stats.txt and teams_regions.txt to create a new 
Stata-formatted data file with the name football.dta.  This new data file will 
be stored in the “Soccer” folder. 

 
5. Change Stata’s working directory to the “Reproducing_Results” folder. 
 
6. Execute the commands in the merging.do file. (One way to do this is by typing 
“do merging.do” in Stata’s command window.)   
 

Executing the commands in merging.do will use the data in the files 
bhps.dta and football.dta to create two new Stata-formatted data files 
with the names individual.dta and aggregate.dta.  Both of these new 
files will be stored in the “Reproducing_Results” folder. 

 
7.  The do-file individual.do contains the commands necessary to reproduce all 
figures in the thesis except Figure 12.   
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All of these figures are created using the data in individual.dta. 
 

8.  The do-file aggregate.do contains the commands necessary to reproduce Figure 
12.   

 
Figure 12 is created using the data in “aggregate.dta.” 
 

 


